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Our investigations of the current manga, anime and film industries have revealed diverse patterns in their responses 

to the fast-changing local and global media landscapes. The summary below highlights the areas where the greatest 

similarities and divergences can be found: 

 Decline in Weekly Manga Magazines: Weekly manga anthology magazines are in decline, and abroad have 

already begun to be replaced by digital versions; whereas, in Japan, a more mixed set of digital and paper 

releases continues. 

 Steady Market for Tankōbon: Collections of ‘episodes’ of a single manga stories into tankōbon (collected 

editions) are remaining flat, but retaining their market in Japan; whereas, outside of Japan, the sales of 

tankōbon have declined sharply since 2007, prompting transnational company closures and a shift to online 

sales. 

 Digital/Online Manga Publication?: The Japanese industry has yet to treat online publication as a core 

strategy for popular texts, nor has it found a means to satisfactorily make online manga profitable in the 

domestic market, which is largely a result of shifting technology platforms and a lack of an obvious 

technological way forward. 

 Possibilities for Expansion in Overseas Manga Markets: Transnational experiments in online manga are 

among the most high-potential current digital manga experiments, opening up large markets like China to 

wide-scale manga distribution. 

 Making TV Anime at a Loss?: Our investigations outline the paths taken to pay back the expenses of 

television broadcasting for anime, with profit sources ranging from ancillary merchandising, to franchising 

and the production of live events all undertaken to recoup costs. 

 Film and Anime use Seisakuiinkai: Production committees are a main route to off-setting costs and 

organising the streams of textual production and management needed to produce both TV anime and live 

action film hits. 

 TV Anime Numbers Rising in the Long-Term: Despite short-term dips, the long-term picture shows booms 

and plateaus in TV anime production that have raised the numbers of anime shown on Japanese TV across 

time. 

 Shinya Anime: Late night anime shows, with fewer restrictions and aimed at a more adult audience, have 

become a major feature of the anime market over the past decade, creating a new origin point for anime 

films. 

 New Anime ‘Classics’: Teiban (classic) has become the term used to describe new anime that become 

popular and subsequently get turned into huge multi-media franchises. They most often come from the 

family and children’s markets for anime. 
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 OVAs Reborn: Original Video Animation has returned, by-passing television through cinema exhibition and 

releases straight-to-DVD and Blu-ray. 

 The Studio Ghibli Effect: Japan’s power-house animation studio has the power to not only skew the figures 

for anime, but to massively impact the year-on-year figures for the whole of Japan’s media markets including 

the overall domestic box office, television broadcasting and DVD sales. We dub this the ‘Ghibli effect’. 

 Japanese Film Retakes Local Box-Office: In a major development not seen since the 1960s, Japanese 

domestic films now routinely account for just over half of the box office in their home market.  

 New Culture of Hit Filmmaking: There is a new language for ‘hit’ films in Japanese, with the top ‘mega hits’ 

being those making over ¥5 billion. This has brought new producers into filmmaking in Japan, most notably 

TV production companies. 

 Rising Screen Numbers: A multiplex construction boom starting in the 1990s has seen huge rises in total 

screen numbers in Japan, creating new kinds of filmgoing cultures and requiring more domestic film. 

 DVD Market Declining?: We show how local films are still succeeding in the home video markets, despite 

overall declines in DVD sales. 

 TV Broadcasting and Hit Films: Hit films, often made by TV producers, are proving useful in the way they 

create seasons of programming that draw large audiences. In this regard, serial film production aids TV 

producers turned film producers. 
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Report Purposes: 

Each Section of this report is designed so that it can be read separately to, or in 

conjunction with, the other sections.  Readers are very welcome to dip into the 

sections that interest them most. 

This report is intended to provide an overview of major changes within three of 

Japan’s biggest media industries: manga, anime and film. In doing so, it supports 

our work in Report 1 and our wider research into Japan’s contemporary cross- or 

transmedia franchising practices.  

The contents of this report focus on manga, anime and film because these are the 

major franchising industries identified during the Manga Movies research project.  

We fully recognise that there are other important media industries in Japan, not 

least of which are the game software and toy industries, but they tend to have a 

more peripheral engagement with the kinds of franchising practices identified in 

Report 1, so are not covered in this report. 

Our examination of the manga, anime and film industries is intended to better 

explain how these industries are developing in relation to, and differently from, one 

another. This is important because the Japanese government and media industries 

suggest that the global growth in Japanese media and ‘contents’ (intellectual 

properties) has huge capacity for growth between the current time and 2020.   

Moreover, current estimates place Japanese entertainment exports at only around 

5% of the whole of Japan’s creative industry production, making the potential 

growth in this area enticing (Creative Industries Division of METI, Report 2012: 24). 

This report, therefore, digs beneath such figures to suggest reasons why Japan’s 

media industries remain locally rather than globally focused, and seeks to explain 

where entry points for future collaboration and import/exports may exist. 
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We utilise the same method as that applied in Report 1; namely, a mixed approach combining political 

economic (Meehan, 1998; Wasko, 2005) and cultural industries approaches (Hesmondhalgh, 2007) to examine 

industrial structures and practices. In addition, we use an historical materialist reception studies methodology 

(Staiger, 2000; Klinger, 1994 and 1997) to analyse the discourses around Japanese media franchising. Our main 

resources have been dominated by Japanese and English language sources, including: statistics from the Motion 

Picture Producers’ Association of Japan (Eiren); annual reports from Japanese media companies; Japanese and 

English-language academic studies of Japanese industry practices; Japan External Trade Organisation (JETRO) reports; 

UniJapan’s reports on the Japanese film industry and materials collated from Japanese and American news and 

popular press sources. 

 We focus most on the ‘contemporary’ period, which is herein defined as the period since 2004. We have 

chosen this period because it encapsulates the formation of, and most significant changes to, media franchising 

practices within Japan, most particularly those centring around manga and filmmaking. While there have been long-

running manga, TV anime and film series since the 1960s, the post-millennial period, and more specifically, the post-

2004 period has been marked by a sharp rise in the kinds of complex, divergent and transmedia franchising practices 

supported by the industries analysed herein. 

Japanese names are given in Japanese name order (surname first), and titles are provided with translations, except 

where the English and Japanese titles are the same. 

  

Aims: 

This report aims to: 

 Enable readers to dip into the sections most relevant to them – whether your 

interests lie in manga, anime or film, there should be useful information for you. 

 Provide an overview and analysis of three of the major media industries in Japan 

that take part in transmedia franchising; 

 Examine the structures, profitability and new innovations within the manga, anime 

and film industries of Japan; 

 Analyse current trends in production within all three industries; 

 Consider the impacts of the Tohoku Disaster on 11 March, 2011 on those 

industries; 

 Offer evidence-based analysis in order to demystify why particular kinds of media 

texts are being produced in Japan. 

Methods: 
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We have selected three of Japan’s media industries for analysis in this report, because of their 

proven relationships to the growth in transmedia Japanese franchising over the past decade. We argue that 

the manga, anime and film industries in Japan are chief among the industries currently partaking in, and 

benefitting from, the shift towards transmedia connectivity. Manga authors and publishers rely on 

franchising and licensing to generate profits; anime producers have historically undersold anime television 

shows to broadcasters in the hope of recouping costs through ancillary markets and franchising; film 

producers adapt some of their biggest hits from these manga and anime source materials, borrowing their 

pre-existing audiences and market shares. This is such a common chain of production that it has come to 

dominate much of the landscape of Japan’s media industries. In this report, therefore, we detail how these 

patterns of industrial behaviour have come to prominence, and how they are helping Japan’s traditional 

media industries incorporate the plethora of new technologies emerging in the wake of the digital turn.  

 Other industries are also significant in this process. As we will show, the publishing, games, 

television and a variety of other media platforms are now so integral to the production and dissemination of 

manga, anime and film texts that it is difficult to separate these industries from one another. By focusing on 

manga, anime and film, we mean only to suggest that these are the industries whose product chains are 

most often and obviously linked, not that they are the only industries implicated in the rise of Japanese 

transmedia franchising practices. By focusing attention onto Japan’s manga, anime and film industries we 

hope to show how their interrelated production and dissemination processes help to explain global 

popularity of Japanese media texts. 

 In the period of this study, which is focused on the post-millennial eras of manga, anime and film 

production, two changes have significantly impacted on Japanese media production. First has been the rise 

of digital technologies. However, the human and industrial costs of the Tohoku Disaster (the tripartite Great 

East earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disasters) continue to cast a pall over Japan’s contemporary media 

industries. On May 11th, 2011, a huge earthquake struck off the coast of Japan’s Eastern seaboard, 

triggering a tsunami that reached over 10km inland. This tsunami caused a large-scale meltdown at the 

Fukushima nuclear power plant, which has irrevocably destroyed the surrounding communities. As a result 

of these terrible events, 15,883 people have been confirmed dead, and almost another 10,000 people are 

missing or injured. Nearly one-million buildings were damaged or entirely destroyed and whole roads and 

other infrastructure were critically damaged.  

Naturally, these tragic events have cast a long shadow over the Japanese nation in the intervening time. 

They have unquestionably affected the whole of the Japanese economy, and the national mood. In terms of 

Japan’s media industries too, the impact of these disasters can be seen throughout the cultures of 

production, distribution and consumption. The relationship between the media and this disaster is a curious 

one: on the one hand, new media formats like Twitter, Facebook and personal websites became key 

conduits for exchanging information in the hours and days following the disaster, as people made their 

survival known, and sought friends and family they feared lost. The global news media also played 

significant informational and educative roles in the days and weeks following the disasters, both within and 

outside of Japan. However, as current academic studies are beginning to show, local television news was 

questioned for having links too close to the Japanese government, perceived to have been caused by long-

I. INTRODUCTION 
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standing kisha clubs (reporters’ clubs). These clubs dictate which reporters are invited to press events, and 

are seen as prohibiting dissenting and critical voices (Imtihani and Yanai, 2013; Freeman, 2000). In terms 

of production too, the disaster had a huge impact. Over 100 cinemas were destroyed; there was a nation-

wide paper shortage that affected newspaper, magazine and manga production; television broadcast 

schedules across the nation were widely disrupted and the content of all media formats was scoured for 

imagery that might be potentially upsetting to consumers.  The sheer diversity of impacts that this disaster 

had is staggering, and shapes much of the analysis that follows in this report. Dr Hiroko Furukawa, a 

research assistant on this project, has an article forthcoming on disaster’s impact on Japan’s media 

industries (more information will be made available on our website shortly).  

Keeping in mind that the rebuilding process has only just begun in parts of the Tohoku region, and that 

hundreds of thousands of people have lost their homes and livelihoods, this disaster is far from over. If you 

wish to donate to the ongoing disaster relief efforts, we recommend The Japan Society’s Relief Fund: 

https://www.japansociety.org//content.cfm?page=/page/support/individual/make_a_donation/japan_earthqu

ake_relief_fund  

  

https://www.japansociety.org/content.cfm?page=/page/support/individual/make_a_donation/japan_earthquake_relief_fund
https://www.japansociety.org/content.cfm?page=/page/support/individual/make_a_donation/japan_earthquake_relief_fund
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The creation of a manga often begins simply, but hits are made through a multi-tiered production 

system of dissemination and intellectual property business practices (known in Japanese as the kontentsu 

bijinesu, or contents business, which heavily utilises ‘media mix’ production strategies, see: Manga Movies 

Project Report 1). Individual manga artists still commonly create the original ideas upon which manga are 

based, and often for very little money. Additionally, dōjinshi (amateur manga) authors, who normally use 

pre-existing manga concepts as the basis for their own amateur works, sometimes cross-over into official 

industry production. These creative copyright infringing amateurs are left relatively unmolested within Japan, 

to the extent that they have their own fan followings and congregate en masse at events like Comiket (short 

for ‘Comic Market,’ held twice yearly at Tokyo’s Big Sight convention centre, see: 

http://www.comiket.co.jp/index_e.html). Some of the most famous current manga authors, such as the 

Clamp collective, have emerged through these copyright infringing communities. In these ways, the manga 

industry is highly competitive even at an amateur level, and the manga industry has its choice of creative 

personnel and ideas to choose from.   

However, from sometimes modest origins, successful manga concepts quickly become highly 

commercialised and widely disseminated. For example, a deal with a major publishing house will often 

include the serialisation of stories on a weekly basis, and a raft of ancillary ‘goods’ merchandising. Once 

the deal is struck, the publishing house will often act as an agent on behalf of the original manga artist, 

working to help exploit the intellectual property through the sales of licenses for adaptations into games, 

anime and film. The production of physical and e-versions of manga texts act as part of the outgoing costs, 

with manga artists receiving only about 10% of royalties as their publishers, editors, booksellers and others 

also take a share of profits (for more see: JETRO, 2005). This is why a wide range of locally focused 

content-exploitation strategies take place around manga texts, including the production of merchandise, 

licenses for the use of characters in advertisements and even in pachinko (Japanese slot machine) halls. 

Further adaptations (like anime television shows and films) also usually have attendant merchandising, 

increasing the overall profitability of the core concept. In addition to these sorts of ancillary production, 

manga is given a further ‘long tail’ of distribution when its stories are collated within tankōbon (collected 

editions), which are often themselves serial publications made up of many volumes. With every new 

technological innovation in e-reading, moreover, manga sales can be extended as new versions are made 

available for smartphones and e-Readers. In this way, manga represents a highly diversified and complex 

system of industrial production and re-production (Figure 2.1). 

II. THE MANGA INDUSTRY 
 

http://www.comiket.co.jp/index_e.html
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Figure 2.1: Hypothetical Manga Lifecycle (inspired by the Kyoto International Manga Museum Permanent 

Exhibition) 

 

In part due to the emergence of ‘media mix’ strategies in the post-war period in Japan (Steinberg, 

2012), manga has long exerted significant influence on the content and perceptions of Japanese media, 

both in Japan and abroad. In 2010, it occupied 20% of the total Japanese book market, and 33% of the 

worldwide graphic novel market, which increases to 70% if the boundaries are narrowed to within Asia. 

Nevertheless, the industry is currently experiencing an extended period of recession (Figure 2.2). In 2011, 

the domestic manga market in Japan was estimated to be ¥390 billion in sales (roughly £2.6 billion or $4.1 

billion), of which tankōbon (‘Comics’ in the graph below) account for 57.7% and manga anthology 

magazines are 42.3%. The sales figures, however, have been constantly decreasing over the past 15 years 

(except for a small growth in 2001), losing 33% of the ¥584 billion sales achieved in 1996 (Figure 2.2). In 

other words, it looks as though the market has reached saturation in Japan, and, consequently, the manga 

industry is now seeking areas for new growth abroad and in new technologies. 

 
Figure 2.2: The change of comics (tankōbon) and manga magazine sales (from Shuppan geppō [Monthly 

Report of Publishing], February 2012: 5) 
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2.1 Crisis in the Manga Magazine Market 

This drop in sales has led to a perceived crisis in the manga publishing industry. The overall decline 

in the market can be traced to the decrease in manga magazine sales, which have traditionally been the 

backbone of the industry in Japan. Sales of these weekly manga magazines, which anthologise serialised 

manga stories, peaked in 1996 and have been declining ever since, both in terms of print runs and in 

profitability. 1.29 billion copies of manga magazines were printed in 1996, but this reduced 60% to only 516 

million copies by 2011. Likewise, the sales revenue from 1996 (¥331 billion) has reduced by 50% to only 

around ¥165 billion in 2011 (Figures 2.2, 2.3). Nor is the recession confined to magazines oriented towards 

a specific group of readers (the manga market in Japan being so diversified that there are specialist 

magazines for different age groups as well as genders): even weekly manga magazines for boys, which 

have been in less serious decline than other types of anthology magazines, decreased more than 5% in 

sales in 2011(data from: Nihon Zasshi Kyōkai [Institute of the Association of Japan Magazine Producers] 

website).  

The only exception has been Shūeisha’s Shūkan shōnen janpu (Weekly Shonen Jump), one of the 

most prestigious weekly manga magazines in Japan, which has maintained stable production with print 

copies holding steady at slightly below 3 million copies per week since 2008. This exceptional phenomenon 

can be explained by the brand power that the magazine retains as the bestselling manga magazines for 

boys, supported by its serialisation of such popular works as One Piece (Oda Eichiiro, 1997-), Naruto 

(Kishimoto Masashi, 1997-) and Bleach (Kubo Tite, 2001-), and its active marketing strategy exclusively 

targeted at elementary and middle school readers. However, Shōnen Jump’s sales also seem to have 

subsided. There was a slight growth period from 2008 until the first quarter of 2011 starting from below 2.8 

million and rising to over 2.9 million, but then there was a subsequent reduction and steadying of sales (but 

still maintaining a figure over 2.8 million per week). 

 
Figure 2.3: The change of the number of copies sold (from Shuppan geppō [Monthly Report of Publishing], 

February 2012: 5) 

In contrast, tankōbon sales have remained comparably stable, sometimes even increasing, and 

exceeded manga anthology magazine sales in 2005. (Tankōbon sales were76% of manga magazine sales 

in 1996, but they increased to 136% in 2011.) However, even the tankōbon side of the market started to 
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concern is that the comparable steadiness in tankōbon sales is made possible by the great popularity of 

just a few bestsellers such as One Piece (Figure 2.4). Other spikes in tankōbon sales rely on franchising 

feedback loops, such as when manga are adapted into animation or film. One Piece’s case is especially 

notable. In 2011, the series sold 4 billion copies in total, occupying 8.8% of the whole manga market in 

Japan (45 billion copies). One Piece’s initial print runs of its tankōbon also continue to break records, with 

volume 57 exceeding 3 million copies in 2010, and volume 64 selling over 4 million copies in 2011 (Anime 

sangyō report 2011 [Anime Industry Report]: 75). More recently, tankōbon quarterly sales figures continue 

to be healthy, but the huge sales of just a few titles continues to be a concern for the future (Figure 2.3). 

Ranking Manga Title Publisher Sales 
figures in 
first half of 
2013 

1 One Piece Shūeisha 7,994,680 

2 Magi (lit. Medjay) Shōgakukan 4,787,519 

3 Kuroko no Baske (Kuroko’s Basketball) Shūeisha 4,712,773 

4 Shingeki no Kyōjin (lit. The Giants’ Advance) Kodansha 4,292,208 

5 Hunter X Hunter Shūeisha 3,616,288 

6 Naruto Shūeisha 2,860,385 

7 Kuroshi no Kyōshitsu (lit. Assassination 
Classroom) 

Shūeisha 2,504,200 

8 Gin no Saji (Silver Spoon) Shōgakukan 1,926,298 

9 Fairy Tail Kodansha 1,853,510 

10 TerraFōmāzu (Terra Formars) Shūeisha 1,721,651 

Figure 2.4: 2013 Sales figures for manga industry in Japan (period between November 2012-May 2013, 

source: Oricon) 

Why then are manga magazines becoming less popular? Other than general socio-economic factors 

such as a sluggish Japanese economy throughout the 1990s and 2000s, and a decrease in the Japanese 

population due to a low birth rate, one major reason is oversupply of manga magazines. Originally, manga 

publishing was regarded as a stable business, less affected by economic depression. So, when the 

economic bubble burst in the early 1990s, the number of new manga publishers actually increased, leading 

to more magazines and hence more competition within the market. As a result, sales figures per magazine 

went down, and in order to compensate for this loss, publishers reacted with even more new magazines, 

completing a vicious cycle of proliferation and oversupply. There are also other contributing factors such as 

competition with other entertainment media, for example computer gaming and mobile phones, and 

changing reader behaviour in favour of online purchasing of tankōbon. But the more important point is, 

regardless of the reason, the recession in manga magazines implies that the traditional business model of 

manga industry (of converting popular serialised magazine manga into tankōbon) is no longer sufficient 

(Anime sangyō report 2011: 76). 
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2.2 Digital Manga  

In response to decreasing manga anthology magazine sales, publishers have attempted to engage 

with new technologies. Some have moved niche and less popular types of manga to distribution via free 

internet sites, and some have even taken to distributing magazines free for promotional purposes. For 

example, short term online distribution was one of the most significant industrial responses to the lack of 

paper in the wake of the Tohoku Disaster of 2011 (Furukawa, forthcoming).  In both cases, the manga 

industry aims to recover costs by selling printed copies of tankōbon versions of such manga texts. 

Alongside these periodic and piecemeal reactions to the recession in the manga market the industry 

has expanded its digital manga business. Due to publishers’ strategic investments, this area has been 

showing clear signs of rapid growth. The estimated sales of digital comics increased from ¥3.4 billion (2005) 

to 45.7 billion (2009), occupying 80% of total e-book sales in 2009 (Figure 2.5). Accordingly, the total e-

book sales in Japan are also growing rapidly: from ¥9.4 billion in 2005 to 65 billion in 2010, achieving nearly 

600% growth in five years (Figure 2.6). Interestingly, most of the e-books (88% in 2010) are being sold 

through mobile phone platforms rather than on PCs or Macs. In 2011, the market noted an unexpected 

decrease to ¥62.9 billion (a 3.2% reduction compared to the previous year), which can be attributable to the 

faster decrease in ‘keitai’ (i.e. non-smart mobile phone) sales than expected (the keitai market declined 

from ¥57.2 billion to ¥48 billion in the same year, a 16% decrease). A more important cause for this 

unexpected decline is the impact of the Tohoku Disaster, which caused both disruptions in manga 

publication and a general, albeit temporary, depression in the entertainment markets in Japan.  

 
Figure 2.5: Sales of digital comics (billion ¥[Yen]) (from Impress R&D, Digital Publishing 

Handbook 2011: 213) 

 

What compensates for this reduction are e-book sales through ‘new platforms’ (e.g. smartphones or 

tablets), which, since they first appeared in the statistics in 2009 (¥0.6 billion), have been growing very 

rapidly. (¥2.4 billion [300%] in 2010 and ¥11.2 billion [367%] in 2011.) Several issues still need to be 

resolved – for example, e-book readers (such as Kindle and Kobo) have yet to be popularised among 

manga readers, and new manga formats are required that are suitable for smartphones and tablets (one 

possibility is ‘interactive manga’ that makes use of movement and sound, which are not possible in paper 

based manga). These sorts of innovations and improvements in the e-book, smartphone and tablet markets 

mean that it is expected to reach ¥200 billion by 2016.   
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Figure 2.6: Sales of total e-books (billion [¥Yen]) (data from Impress R&D, Ebook Marketing Report 2012) 

In response to this trend, Japanese publishers are investing more in the e-book and digital manga 

markets. The most active company is Kodansha, who, from 2011, has been holding special e-book 

promotional campaigns aligned with their summer and winter seasons. In this promotion Kodansha has 

been making e-books of their releases available through Japan’s main online bookshops. Called ‘Natsu 

densho’ (E-books in Summer) and ‘Fuyu densho’ (E-books in Winter), these events achieved great success 

in increasing the general sales of e-books. In July 2011, when the first Natsu densho started, the sales 

doubled from the previous month. From July 2011, the company also started to publish a web-based 

version of its monthly manga magazine, Morning 2, through e-bookshop eBookJapan. The magazine is 

known to be oriented slightly towards a niche group of readers, which has previously caused the publisher 

problems in distribution to provincial areas, which the digital version is expected to resolve. The digital 

release date is about one week later than for the printed version, but the price is roughly halved.  One 

month later, the same issue of Morning 2 is then distributed free online (readable for a limited period), 

followed by tankōbon versions of its popular manga stories later. Thus there are multiple media formats and 

prices presented for readers to satisfy their different needs. Moreover, the free distribution works to create 

a longer-term e-readership for Morning 2.  

Kodansha also cooperated with Shōgakukan, another powerful Japanese publisher, to hold ‘Dezitaru 

komikku gekkan’ (Month of the Digital Comic) in June 2012, which promoted popular digital comics from the 

two publishers in 43 online bookshops. Normally rivals in the printed manga market, the two companies 

cooperated for the purpose of expanding the digital manga market, which is as yet still too small to be 

reliably profitable. Another of the giant Japanese publishers, Kadokawa group, has created Kadokawa 

Contents Gate. Kadokawa Contents Gate specialises in digital publishing through the internet and mobile 

phones. It has even adapted some digital manga works into printed ones, reversing the flow of normal 

media mix practices. In the variety of online publishing experiments currently being undertaken by 

Japanese manga producers, the possibilities and problem areas of the online manga market are becoming 

clear. While these markets help to expand the reach of manga texts across multi-media platforms (the 

internet, mobile- and smartphones, e-Readers), companies are struggling to find a way to make those 

online markets profitable.  

A business area in which the digitalisation of manga could have the greatest impact would be the 

overseas market. Without a physical form, digital manga has an advantage in that it can easily transcend 

national boundaries and quickly reach foreign readers in translation after first being published in Japan. 
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Overseas sales have been led by local companies established directly in foreign countries. In the US, for 

example, the majority of popular Japanese manga titles have been published by such companies as Viz 

Media (One Piece, Naruto and Bleach), which is co-owned by the Japanese companies Shōgakukan, 

Shūeisha and Shōgakukan-Shūeisha Productions (see Manga Movies Report 1). Shūeisha is very actively 

pursuing this foreign market through digital manga. In cooperation with VIZ Media, for instance, Shūeisha 

started an online manga viewing service in the US for iPad users. VIZ Media, who have published the 

monthly, translated version of Shūeisha’s Weekly Shonen Jump in the US since 2003, also terminated the 

printed version of the magazine and converted it to a new weekly digital version, Weekly Shonen Jump 

Alpha, from January 2012. This makes it possible for US readers to read a new issue in English translation 

just two weeks after the original publication in Japan.  

Even more companies are knocking on the door of the Chinese market with digital manga content. 

Nihon Enterprise, an IT company based in Tokyo, established a local corporation to advance their digital 

comics business for mobile phones. Similarly, Nihon manga gakuin (the Japan Manga Academy), was 

running an online manga download site in Japan, called Comic Terminal, and also publishes online manga 

through a Chinese e-book website called  動漫基地 (Dòngmàn jīdì, http://dm.10086.cn). This Chinese e-

distributor is served by the largest mobile company in China, China Mobile. China Mobile has become a 

major industrial figure in e-manga distribution creating a digital manga service with major Japanese online 

e-book shop Papyless in January 2012.  It is interesting that in China, in contrast to the US market, 

companies in the distribution sector (IT, online bookshops etc.) are more active in the digital manga 

business than traditional publishers, and they cooperate with Chinese companies (such as China Mobile) 

rather than establishing their own local corporations.  

In these ways, although the roots of the manga market in Japan remain firmly locked into traditional 

production practices, the manga industry is increasingly shifting away from print publication towards the 

dissemination of manga in a wide range of virtual formats. Although perhaps unsurprising, given the global 

digital shift and the rising prominence of the Internet, these new experiments in online dissemination of 

manga have huge potential ramifications. For one, the legitimate transnational spread of manga is made 

potentially quicker and more profitable thanks to e-versions of manga texts. Furthermore, within the 

complex Japanese markets for manga, cheaper online distribution cuts down on the overheads for manga 

production, potentially widening out the market so that it can support greater numbers of risky, or niche, 

manga texts. Technologies supporting e-versions of manga should also make it possible for dōjinshi artists 

and professional manga artists to self-publish more of their ideas. While the central future challenge to the 

Japanese manga industry is in how to create a profitable online marketplace for manga, and while print 

copies of manga remain undeniably popular, it is nevertheless clear that manga has the potential to expand 

in the online arena. 

Main Findings:  

 The manga market is currently in recession, particularly in relation to sales of manga anthology 

magazines; 

 Tankōbon are still seen as the most potentially profitable part of the manga print business, and as 

a way of recouping the costs of cheap and free online publications in the medium- to long-term; 

 Digital manga experiments are currently being carried out by industry, but the lack of consistency, 

the wide range of potential e-platforms to focus on, and a lack of profit-potential, are currently 

sizeable barriers to the wholesale expansion of this publishing arena; 

 This stated, less popular and more niche manga are now finding publication homes online in 

Japan; 

 In addition to this, e-versions of manga represent a significant potential transnational market and 

the industry has been forging associations with a wide range of co-production and distribution 

partners around the world. 

http://dm.10086.cn/
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There are many myths about Japanese animation, not least of which is that all of Japanese animation 

is anime (see Jonathan Clements, forthcoming, for a challenge to this perception). However, 2D cel 

animation has long dominated Japan’s cultural industry for animation, with examples of films appearing 

throughout the pre-war period (Yamaguchi, 2004). Cel animation, however, really emerged as an 

unequivocal cultural force during and after WWII, beginning with popular propaganda short film series 

(LaMarre, 2008), and moving on to feature films and wildly popular television shows in the 1950s and early 

1960s. In this early period of TV animation, anime still did not really exist, instead known by several 

different names, not least of which was television manga. The role and the influence of Tezuka Osamu in 

popularising ‘anime’ is difficult to overstate: Tetsuwan atomu (Astro Boy), produced by Tezuka’s Mushi 

Productions from 1963 became the first serial television animation programme in Japan (Schodt, 2007: 64).  

Tetsuwan Atomu also set the essential media production practices for adapting manga into anime 

(Tetsuwan atomu was based upon Tezuka’s original manga with the same title serialised in Shōnen 

magazine from 1952).  

As Marc Steinberg has shown, Tezuka also introduced many of the practices we currently associate 

with the anime industry, including early examples of ‘media mix.’ He outlines how Tezuka forged links with 

Meiji Chocolate, with Tetsuwan atomu stickers featuring characters from his television show and manga 

operating as early examples of kyara (character) merchandising (2012). Our analysis of the contemporary 

anime industry, therefore, should not be assumed to describe wholly new practices, or even recent, 

transmedia and merchandising innovations; rather, anime has consistently been a key creative industry in 

shaping cross-overs between Japan’s media industries. It is, furthermore, highly diversified in its own right, 

with anime companies producing large amounts of different kinds of texts (Figure 3.1). Therefore, this 

section examines anime with a view to understanding the broader operations of the media industries in 

Japan. This section is, therefore, longer than the others in this report, because it attempts to show the way 

different kinds of textual production are undertaken around anime, including: the division between TV and 

film anime productions, and the music industry’s involvement in the sound of anime. 

 
Figure 3.1: Anime Producer, Production I.G.’s business model (Annual Report 2012) 
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 Japanese anime is now mainly consumed through four different channels: TV anime, anime film, 

home entertainment video packages (or ‘videoguramu’ in Japanese, which include DVD and Blu-ray), 

various secondary uses and merchandising. Among these, television still plays a key role, acting not only 

as a source for potential profit for production companies , but also as the major promotional vehicle 

encouraging the production of ancillary goods and subsequent repackaging of texts on DVD and Blu-ray, 

which eventually cover the costs of producing an anime TV show. Azuma Fukashi, a leading producer 

within TV Tokyo, has stated that: 

When we make a 30-min anime programme, it costs us about ¥12-15 million. We usually have a 13-

week [three month] run of a TV series which needs 13 episodes, so the total cost is about ¥200 

million. Anime production is a high-cost business. Thus, it is highly important to share the production 

costs with other companies. (Interview with Furukawa Hiroko, 5 September, 2011) 

With such high initial costs, anime producers seek ways of sharing production burdens and maximising 

their potential success. Therefore, they are turning increasingly to seisakuiinkai (production committees, for 

more on these see: Manga Movies Project Report 1) and to multi-platform exploitation of intellectual 

properties to ensure profits (see Figure 3.2). Indeed, the Association of Japanese Animations (Nippon 

Dōga Kyōkai) report for 2012 shows how industry sees the production of anime not as the production of a 

single kind of text (television), but as a set of production practices that include: television, film, distribution, 

commodity production, music, overseas licensing and entertainment events. 

 

Figure 3.2: Hypothetical Anime Television Show Lifecycle 

The end result of seisakuiinkai and multi-platform releasing has been the bifurcation in the basic 

industry structure for anime: a split between original anime and anime based on manga products. In the 

latter case, adaptation has produced a wide range of anime texts closely integrated with manga, and its 

associated merchandise. However, this arrangement is being complicated by the emergence of digital 

production and consumption cultures. In other words, the market that has been prospering for the past 

several decades is now facing a big challenge in the 2010s, which may require a reshaping of the industry.  

2.1 The Anime Market(s) 

In 2010, The Association of Japanese Animations conducted a survey to estimate the scale of 

Japanese animation industry. Based upon the data gathered from 30 animation production companies, total 

annual sales in the industry are estimated around ¥150 billion. Even after production costs of ¥53 billion are 
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deducted, the total net profit is still estimated to be approximately ¥97 billion. Within this number, the sales 

from TV anime production occupy the largest portion of profits (31.5%), followed by anime film production 

(22.3%) and merchandising (17.3%). These figures become quite different if the data is based upon the 

actual purchases of consumers: in this case, the sale of merchandising occupies the largest proportion of 

50.2%, followed by overseas sales (9.8%), whereas the sales from TV are reduced to only 7%. However, 

given the ambiguity in defining the category of ‘TV sales’ (where sponsors more often pay for broadcasts 

than do consumers), this figure does not fully reflect the influential power that television still exerts on the 

Japanese anime market. At very least it is still the case that anime production companies are investing 

more capital in producing TV anime than they are for other forms of anime and merchandising. The reason 

is simple: TV anime are provided (near-)free to stations as a promotional tool, the cost of which is expected 

to be returned through the sales from secondary markets (see Manga Movies Project Report 1).  

However complicated (and ironic) this structure may seem, the TV anime market led the rapid growth 

of the total Japanese anime market in the early 2000s (Figure 3.3). The general trends have shifted over 

the past decade: as the whole anime industry rapidly expanded in the first years, after a boom in anime’s 

global popularity in the late 1990s. This trend peaked around 2006 and then was rapidly followed by 

decreases in the following years in terms of both production and sales. However, despite the Tohoku 

Disaster in 2011, the anime market has enjoyed two consecutive years of growth between 2010 and 2012.  

These boom and bust cycles within the anime market in Japan are a product of many factors, not least of 

which have been natural and man-made disasters, the decline in the DVD markets worldwide and the rise 

of the Internet. The dramatic fluctuations in television anime over the last decade will be analysed in the 

next section in more detail.  

 
Figure 3.3: Annual Anime Productions (data from Association of Japanese Animations, 2013) 
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2.2 Japan’s TV Anime Market 

Quantitatively speaking, the 2000s have been a great era for Japanese TV anime. Both the number 

of programmes and the time allotted for anime broadcasting rapidly grew in comparison to previous 

decades (Figures 3.4, 3.5). The development of Japanese TV anime can be divided into three phases 

according to the number of the titles produced. Firstly, until the mid-1970s, there was slow growth to reach 

a steady state of 20 or so new productions each year. Then, from the mid-1970s came an expansion period, 

which reached its limits around the mid-1980s, maintaining a steady level of production until the mid-1990s. 

A dramatic change of state came in 1998, from which point the number of titles exploded year by year until 

2006, when the number of new productions (195 titles) was nearly four times of that seen in the mid-1990s. 

The growth turned into a decline in 2007, but the overall scale of the TV anime production is still much 

higher than before the boom in the 1990s.  

 
Figure 3.4: Number of TV anime titles broadcast (from The Association of Japanese Animations, 2012) 

 
Figure 3.5: Broadcast time devoted to anime (from The Association of Japanese Animations, 2012) 

What was the cause behind this dramatic fluctuation and what industrial changes happened between 

1998 and 2007? The beginning of the growth in the late 1990s can be traced back to two interrelated 

factors. Firstly, the period saw huge TV anime hits, such as Neon Genesis Evangelion (1995-96) and 

Pokémon (1997-), the success of which drew other anime production companies to take part in the 

production of new TV anime, leading to the explosion of the number of titles in the 2000s. Expansion in the 

home entertainment markets also bolstered these TV anime, as DVD and then Blu-ray expanded the sell-

through possibilities initially offered by VHS. But, more importantly, what made this growth possible was the 

opening up of late night slots for anime (called shinyawaku literally, ‘late night frames’, usually broadcast 

after 23:00) in TV broadcasting in 1997.  
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Regulated by less strict production codes than earlier time slots, such shinya (late night) anime are 

targeted towards new adult audiences and have more liberal styles of expression. This new broadcasting 

slot meant a new business opportunity for many production companies (including producers that had not 

produced TV anime before). This new business model for TV anime was founded upon the close 

relationship between manga and secondary market industries: the former functioned as the major provider 

of source materials, which were in great demand due to the high turnover rate of shinya anime, which 

normally  last only around one quarter to half a  year (quarter-year shows, called kuur by the Japanese 

broadcasting industry, usually contain only around 11-13 episodes), and the latter became the major profit 

source for TV anime productions, for which stations usually do not pay costs. Therefore, in the sense that 

the production costs of shinya anime are returned through the sale of ‘video packages’ (DVD and Blu-ray), 

they can be regarded as a kind of evolved form of OVA (Original Video Animation) production.  

OVAs became popular in the 1980s when they were released as straight-to-video products, 

appearing neither on TV nor in cinemas. In this latest variation on an old theme, the positive characteristics 

of the old OVA format – its ability to deal with more sensitive, radical subject matter and form than normal 

TV anime can do – are now mostly replicated by shinya programmes. The expansion of the TV anime 

market in the first half of the 2000s is attributable in no small part to the growth of shinya anime productions 

oriented towards a small but substantial market of anime fans. Japanese media industry analyst Masuda 

Hiromichi distinguishes such anime (category A) from other ones oriented towards general audiences 

(category KF, meaning ‘Kids and Family’), and clarifies that during the boom era of the 2000s, the 

productions of the latter kind stayed stable compared to the former (Figure 3.6). The anime in the category 

KF tend to be broadcast longer than the category A (more than a whole year, whereas the category A 

usually lasts 1 or 2 quarters), and thus can generate greater impact on the whole anime industry by 

providing more employment opportunities in a more stable production schedule.  

Among category KF, when anime shows maintain production and popularity for more than a few 

years, they achieve the status of ‘teiban’ (classic). Notable examples of teiban anime include Sazaesan 

(Hasegawa Machiko, an anime since 1969), Chibimaruko chan (Sakura Momoko, since 1990), Doraemon 

(Fujio Fujiko, since 1979), Crayon shin chan (Usui Yoshito, since 1992), Meitantei Konan [Case Closed] 

(Aoyma Gosho, since 1996) and One Piece (Oda Eiichiro, since 1999), all of which are based upon original 

manga. These teiban anime also boast much higher ratings than the category A anime: Sazaesan normally 

receives a 15-20% audience share at 18:30 on Sundays and Chibimaruko chan gets between 10-15% 

audience ratings at 18:00 on Sundays, and they usually top the rankings among all TV anime. They tend to 

be followed by other teiban programmes (receiving between 8-11% of viewing figures), whereas shinya 

anime tends to receive ratings of no more than 3%. (The anime broadcast through Fuji TV’s NoitaminA 

[24:45 on Thursday nights] tend to receive good ratings for shinya anime programmes, but even these 

usually remain around 1.5-2.5%. During the first half of 2012, for example, the highest ratings was 2.6%, 

achieved by the Thermae romae anime and Sakamichi no aporon [Kids on the Slope].) Moreover, many 

teiban anime are made into anime films that are released in cinemas every year. Thus, once a category KF 

anime successfully becomes a popular teiban, it also becomes a safe business model with stable revenue 

structures for exploitation - from TV advertisements to film - without depending solely on video package 

sales in the way category A anime do. In this way, Masuda’s recognition of the split in the anime industry 

makes it possible to see two separate approaches to franchising: one based around shinya products, and 

the other around long-running, family-friendly teiban fare. 
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Figure 3.6: The comparison of category A and KF anime by the length of time produced (data from Masuda 

Hiromichi, Motto Wakaru Anime Bizinesui [Understanding the Anime Business More], 2011: 88)  

It is therefore possible to analyse the decline in anime production in the mid- to late-2000s 

separately in relation to shinya anime and teiban anime. Firstly, for shinya anime production 

companies, the decrease in video package sales became an important factor hampering their 

business. Under the guiding principle that ‘shinya anime is a 30 minute commercial to make 

viewers buy DVDs’ (Association of Japanese Animations, 2011: 27), video package sales can be 

seen as the primary financial source for these shinya productions, and the downturn of the home 

entertainment markets after 2006 actually corresponded with the decrease of TV anime 

production after 2007 (Figure 3.7, compared with Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Although there may be 

multiple reasons for the decrease of video package sales, the popularisation of high quality TV 

and spread of illegal downloading websites are recognised as decisive factors, and therefore will 

be discussed more in the later section on video package market.  

 
 Figure 3.7: Sales of anime video package (billion ¥[Yen]) (from The Association of 

Japanese Animations, 2012) 
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to teiban status becomes more limited. In fact, since 2005, there are only a few cases where an anime for 

general audiences survived more than two quarters (examples include Inazuma Eleven [based on a video 

game created by Level-5, since 2008] and Mainichi kāsan [Saibara Reiko, since 2009-2012]).  

However, in spite of boom and bust cycles within the anime industry of late, there are also some 

hopeful signals that show future possibilities of TV anime industry. TV Tokyo, for example, has expanded 

its anime broadcasting business by separating its Anime Department into an independent organisation. 

Furthermore, in 2011 the number of TV anime titles and the broadcasting periods for anime increased 10% 

and 5.1% compared to the previous year, and the increase in shinya anime was especially noticeable. This 

trend seems to have continued in 2012, with another overall increase in the number of titles compared with 

2011. This may have to do with the stabilisation of anime video package sales, which are no longer 

decreasing as they had been during the previous 3 years. The stabilisation looks more impressive when 

considering the overall market for video package sales - of every genre is still on a downward path each 

year. The recovery in TV anime may also be symptomatic of the industry’s greater engagements with 

global digital distribution (see Manga Movies Project Report 1), and to recovery following the depressed 

state of the entertainment market following the Tohoku Disaster in 2011. However, it is still too early to say 

whether or not these signs of recovery will last long enough to develop into a new meaningful trend in the 

Japanese TV anime market.  

2.3 The Anime Film Market 

In contrast to TV anime, the production of anime films for cinematic release has remained comparably 

stable in the late 2000s. While the number of TV anime titles decreased consecutively from 2007 to 2010, 

the number of anime films increased from 33 in 2008 to 55 in 2010, which marked the highest point ever in 

anime film history (Figure 3.8). The opposing trends in television and film are a consequence of the 

burgeoning numbers of screens serving the film industry, but also the rising levels of franchising taking 

place around TV anime production, which have led to a greater numbers of franchise film spin-offs of 

already successful TV anime series. Consequently, anime films are increasingly becoming embedded 

within the production strategies of TV anime production companies. 

 
Figure 3.8: Number of anime films released in a year (data from The Association of Japanese 

Animations, 2012) 

Anime films can be divided into two kinds depending on whether they are based upon a TV anime 

programme or an original concept. The growth in the 2000s has been led by the former category.  Anime 

films adapted from TV anime come in many forms, including: re-edited versions of existing TV anime 
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investment required for film production. Among these anime films, some are based upon teiban TV series, 

and often take the form of annually released special cinema versions called gekijōban (theatrical version). 

Current trends suggest that teiban anime gekijōban series of films tend to last longer than 5 years. Mostly 

family oriented, and often comprising texts that fall within popular genres of anime, these teiban anime films 

are enormously (and successively) popular, dominating the box office charts every year. In terms of 

profitability, Pokémon can be ranked at the top, earning more than ¥4 billion per release, followed by 

Doraemon and Case Closed (usually between ¥2-3 billion) and then by film adaptations like those for 

Naruto, Purikyua (Pretty Cure, Todo Izumi, 2004-) and Crayon shin chan (¥1 billion). Although they may not 

be as dominant as they were in the early 2000s, the influence of these anime films at the Japanese box 

office still remains very powerful, with two or three of them consistently ranked within the annual top 10 box 

office list for the whole of Japanese cinema (Figure 3.9). Teiban anime films also constantly occupy 60 to 

70% of the box office revenue of the whole anime film market excluding Studio Ghibli films (Figure 3.10). 

Therefore, it is possible to argue for the centrality of teiban gekijōban to the anime film market, but they do 

not represent the whole of that marketplace.  

 

Figure 3.9: Alphabetically-organised anime films based upon TV teiban series with more than ¥1 

billion or more box office gross (data source: Eiren) 

 

 
Figure 3.10: Comparison between teiban and non-teiban anime films’ box office gross 

(billion ¥[Yen]) (data from Masuda, 2011: 110-111) 

                                                             
1 One Piece’s average box office revenue in recent years is less than 1 billion Yen, but the series’ late 2009 release Strong World 
was an exceptional mega-hit, grossing over 4 billion Yen.   
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In terms of the number of anime film titles, there are many more anime films originating from TV 

series that are not categorised as teiban gekijōban. Among these, some of the originating TV anime series 

are family oriented (category KF) and broadcast before midnight. These are film releases associated with 

TV anime aiming to cross over and become new teiban anime series. One notable candidate in this 

category would be Inazuma Eleven, whose TV series has been ongoing since 2008, and whose first 

gekijōban film was released at the end of 2010, grossing ¥1.77, with the second and third anime films 

scheduled to follow in 2011 and 2012.  

Most new anime films, however, now originate from shinya anime. In 2012, for example, shinya 

anime-based films such as Strike Witches(dir. Takamura Kazuhiro), Blood-C: The Last Dark (dir. Shioya 

Naoyoshi), Toshokan sensō (Library Wars, dir. Hamana Takayuki), Tiger and Bunny (dir. Yoshimoto 

Yonetani) and Mahō shōjo madoka magika (Puella Magi Madoka Magika, dirs. Shinbō Akiyuki and 

Miyamoto Yukihiro) were released. But, because the number of shinya anime productions is also 

decreasing, the future of gekijōban emanating from this source remains unpredictable. A significant factor 

that may exert influence on future production of TV anime-based films is digital technology, which makes 

the conversion process from TV to film easier and faster. At the bottom end of the budget scale, new digital 

technologies allow fundamental ‘remakes’ or ‘reconstructions’ of TV anime through the quick reframing, 

redrawing and re-rendering of TV imagery into films, even their conversion into 3D anime films. Thus it is 

likely that more anime film productions will start to ‘reconstruct’ past TV shinya anime hits. 

A second vital category of anime films are those that are not based upon TV anime series, but which 

are developed from original script ideas. Interestingly, within anime film productions ‘original’ may simply 

mean that there is no pre-existing TV anime, as ’original’ anime films may be adapted from (light) novels or 

from manga. The most representative example is Studio Ghibli, which have had great success since the 

late 1990s. The power of Ghibli’s films can be confirmed through box office data: the large fluctuations 

appearing in the annual box office revenue for anime films throughout the 2000s can be attributed to the 

commercial success Ghibli films achieve whenever they are released. If a Studio Ghibli film is released in a 

particular year, the annual bow office revenues rise dramatically; when there is no Ghibli film, they return to 

the previous levels (Figure 3.11). However, this ‘Ghibli effect’ seems to be dwindling in recent years as 

revealed in Figure 3.12, where the difference between the high and low points of fluctuation is getting 

smaller. The cause is Miyazaki Hayao, whose films routinely dwarf the box office takings of even other 

Studio Ghibli directors. In 2001, when the mega-hit Sen to Chihiro no kamikakushi (Spirited Away) was 

released, that film alone occupied 60% of the whole revenue of Japanese anime films. However, the most 

recent Studio Ghibli film, Kokuriko-zaka kara (From Up On Poppy Hill, dir.Miyazaki Goro) in 2011 only 

occupied 15.5% with its ¥4.46 billion revenue. While this comparison may be slightly skewed by the Tohoku 

Disaster, the same trend is visible in other recent non-Miyazaki Hayao releases (Figure 3.12).  

 
Figure 3.11: Anime film box office grosses (data from The Association of Japanese Animations, 2012) 
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Ghibli film released 

Gross 
(billion 

Yen) 
% of total anime film 

gross 

2001 Spirited Away 30.4 62.5 

2002 The Cat Returns 6.46 32.6 

2004 Howl's Moving Castle 19.6 51.5 

2006 Tales from Earthsea 7.65 26.9 

2008 Ponyo 15.5 45.8 

2010 Arriety 9.25 27.5 

2011 From Up on Poppy Hill 4.46 15.6 

Figure 3.12: The ‘Ghibli Effect’ on Box Office Takings (data from Eiren) 

Other than Studio Ghibli films, original anime films have not been achieving mega-hit status. 

Developing an original anime takes greater time and financial investment than adaptation from TV anime, 

and there are not many Japanese anime studios big enough to take on that primary burden. Japanese 

audiences also seem to be reluctant to pay for anime films from unfamiliar directors and original material. 

This is why the development of anime auteur-directors plays an important role in the original anime film 

market. In that sense, the works of Shinkai Makoto (Kumo no mukō, Yakusoku no basho [The Place 

Promised in Our Early Days, 2004], Hoshi o ou kodomo [Children Who Chase Lost Voices, 2011]) and 

Hosoda Mamuru (Summer Wars 2009, Ōkami kodomo no Ame to Yuki [The Wolf Children Ame and Yuki], 

2012), who are continuously producing original anime films, are worth noting. Hosoda in particular is 

achieving good commercial successes (Summer Wars attained ¥.65 billion; Wolf Children made ¥4.2 

billion). Therefore, it is clear that, as a director’s reputation grows, their levels of success tend to rise, and in 

the cases of these emerging anime directors, achieve comparable successes to popular teiban anime films.   

Another new form of original anime film is the return of the Original Video Animation (OVA). Usually 

consisting of 6-8 instalments, each ‘episode’ (usually around one hour) is directly released to cinemas 

without being aired on television. The release in cinemas is combined with DVD/Blu-ray releases, which, in 

order to avoid the conflict with box office, are slightly delayed and include special features, such as 

unreleased ‘episodes’. Unlike television broadcasting, these cinema-to-OVA releases allow both high levels 

of promotion and box office ticket sales, while eliminating the requirement to pay transmission fees to TV 

stations. Moreover, the restrictions placed upon anime content is just as loose as those enjoyed by shinya 

broadcasts. Capitalising on these advantages, anime studios are taking a growing interest in serialised 

anime cinema releases. Kara no kyōkai (The Garden of Sinners), was the first, but other high profile 

examples include Bureiku bureido (Broken Blade, 2010-2011, dir. Yoshinaga Yunosuke) and Towanoquon 

(2011, dir. Iida Umanosuke). As a potential alternative to the more expensive and expansive production of 

TV anime, this new form of OVA release is attractive to potential producers. Even more so because these 

straight-from-cinemas-to-DVD and Blu-ray releases reduce the potential for digital copying and piracy 

afforded by television, thereby protecting the sell-through market for DVDs and Blu-ray. 

 

2.4  Anime in Secondary Markets: The Anime ‘Video Package’ 

The anime ‘video package’ market has a central role in recouping the costs of TV anime productions. 

The ‘video package’ market thereby helps to create a feedback loop wherein older anime titles can 

continue to generate profits, while new titles can be exploited to pay off their production costs, regardless of 

whether they are OVAs, gekijōban, or TV anime releases. 

Since the 1980s, when video packages were comprised of videotapes, the business has been rapidly 

growing to the point where it has become a motivating force in anime production. Although the market 

became saturated in the late 1990s, the rising popularity of the DVD format meant that the market soon 

recovered to reach its highest point in 2005 (when many high profile anime texts were released including 
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Miyazaki’s Haoru no ugoku shiro [Howl’s Moving Castle], Oshii Mamoru’s Kōkaku kidōtai 2: Innosensu 

[Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence] and Steam Boy by Otomo Katsuhiro). This high point was then followed 

by a decline in the home entertainment market that is ongoing (Figure 3.7). Seen as a whole, anime video 

packages offer a crucial contribution to Japan’s ‘video package’ market, occupying the biggest portion (31.7% 

in 2010) of sales. This may have something to do with the special nature of consumers of anime video 

packages. Often framed as ardent anime otaku, these fans have keen interest in and critical opinions on 

image quality, and always demand the most advanced video technologies for anime productions that 

industry can provide. The anime video package business in fact has been led by these ‘hardcore anime 

fans’ (estimated to number approximately 200,000), who are willing to pay for an expensive product. The 

result of which is that they have become fundamental to how the whole anime video package market 

operates.  

However, the appearance of HD media platforms – HDTV and Blu-ray – along with increasingly high-

speed internet connections, is changing the shape of the sell-through market. As equipment that can record 

HD quality TV programmes is prevalent among Japanese viewers, there is no longer a meaningful 

difference in image quality between video packages of SD quality (i.e. DVD) and recorded digital files, 

which are now routinely and rapidly shared across the Internet right after an anime programme is aired on 

television. A natural consequence of this phenomenon is that video package sales are being negatively 

affected. Blu-ray offers an alternative, because it currently has the highest capacity to store high quality 

images, but it is not effectively replacing the DVD market yet, and it too is prone to digital piracy. 

 In Japan, anime Blu-ray sales rapidly increased in 2009 and 2010, even faster than the whole Blu-

ray market (Figure 3.13). This may be one of the reasons that the anime video package sales slightly 

recovered in 2010, following four consecutive years of decline. However, the problem is, in order to 

produce high quality anime worth viewing on the Blu-ray format, the production costs have to increase 

accordingly. This raises a question as to whether Blu-ray, as a video package, can be as cost-effective as 

previous media formats (videotape, DVD) were. Therefore, Blu-ray may remain a niche medium highly 

valued by a small number of dedicated fans, while the video package market may forego ‘physical’ form, 

replaced by downloading and streaming services that use lower quality digital file formats. Facing these 

changes and difficulties, the video package’s role is also being redefined from a commodity for sales into a 

promotional tool. Some anime producers now distribute free DVDs for promotional purposes and then 

recuperate the cost from other sides of the business; for example, by releasing Blu-rays that include special 

features, or by separately selling toy models.  

  

Total BD 
Sales 

(million 
Yen) Growth rate 

Anime BD 
Sales (mil Y) Growth rate 

2008 9,860 
 

4,454 
 

2009 24,115 244.57% 12,128 272.29% 

2010 47,191 195.69% 25,549 210.66% 

2011 60,554 128.32% 31,471 123.18% 

 

Figure 3.13: Growth of Blu-ray market in Japan (from Japan Video Software Association) 

 

2.5 The Anime (and Manga) Merchandise Market 

Along with the video package business, merchandising occupies a major part of the financial model 

for anime production companies in Japan. It is an even more important business category for TV anime 

studios, because they pay for broadcasting costs with the revenue gained from the sales of merchandising 
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rights. Thus, selling merchandising rights are an essential precondition for TV anime’s existence. But, seen 

from the opposite side, TV anime are an essential tool for advertising merchandise and boosting its sales. 

For this purpose, weekend morning broadcast slots are especially important, because that is when young 

Japanese children, who are otherwise in school or busy studying, tend to watch anime on TV. The most 

successful examples from this time slot are One Piece and Pretty Cure. In the case of One Piece, the 

number of companies holding licenses to produce merchandise has reached over 160, and merchandising 

items (‘goods’ in Japanese) number around 6300. In recent times, whole shops devoted to such goods 

have begun to spring up across Tokyo, from Tokyo Station’s First Avenue, filled with TV station  ‘goods’ 

shops,  to more specialist venues like the Pokémon Centre in Tokyo’s Hamamatsucho area. 

The merchandising business has a long history in Japan. When the first TV anime, Astro Boy, was 

broadcast in the 1960s it earned ¥13.3 billion from its licensing business in that decade (which would be 10 

times that amount, if converted to today’s prices). The size of the merchandising market is now estimated 

to be between ¥500- and ¥600 billion a year, which is about seven times bigger than video package sales 

(¥75 billion a year). This market has been steadily growing throughout the 2000s, proving that it is 

comparably immune to the various external circumstances that have influenced the rest of the manga and 

anime industries (Figure 3.14). Another characteristic of merchandising is that it can be both very lucrative 

and high risk. For example, popular anime Pokémon, which won the first Licensing of the Year award, has 

earned several trillion Yen worldwide so far from its merchandising business. But this success is heavily 

dependent upon the popularity of the source animation, associated video games and characters, which is 

not easy to achieve unless an anime series becomes a long-running teiban.  

 
Figure 3.14: Sales of anime merchandising (billion ¥[Yen]) (data from The Association of Japanese 

Animations, 2011) 

 The characters of anime are the normal focus for merchandising.  Kyara business has become and 

industry in its own right, with powerful toy companies regularly producing anime through seisakuiinkai. In 

this arm of the anime production industry, characters are repurposed across a wide range of cultural forms. 

TV advertising, or commercials (often called CM in Japan), are a high profile example of this business. 

Recently, One Piece characters have adorned Nissan Automobile Serena and HIS advertisements, which 

has led commentators to claim that ‘not a day can pass without seeing a One Piece commercial on TV’ 

(Association of Japanese Animations, Anime Industry Report 2011: 35). What is more, merchandising and 

advertisements are made to appeal to a wide range of demographics because anime and manga 

consumers are not limited to primary school children. Instead, anime and manga goods consumption 

begins young, as children purchase the character-based goods, but then extends on into the late teens and 

early twenties, with goods changing to suit consumption practices (often marked by more expensive 

products like apparel and iPhone-related goods). In this way, manga and anime become enmeshed within 

everyday Japanese life as vibrant cultural phenomena. The huge popularity of One Piece-related 
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merchandising was, for example, demonstrated when the franchise won the grand prix for Licensing of the 

Year in Japan not once, but twice (in 2010 and 2012).  One Piece has been the only repeat winner so far in 

the four year history of the awards. As the success of One Piece shows, manga and anime merchandising 

helps turn texts into brands and brands into lifestyle accoutrement that mean manga and anime can be 

taken through the whole of Japanese consumers’ lives. 

 

2.6 The Anime Music Market 

 

One of the more significant types of tie-up relationships that the anime industry enjoys has been 

forged around its opening and closing theme songs. It is very common for popular singers and groups to 

showcase their music in this way. The desired outcome being: a reciprocal increase in record sales 

concomitant with promotion of the anime text. However, as in other parts of the world, the Japanese music 

industry has experienced a reduction in market size throughout the 2000s. Nonetheless, ‘anime music’ 

remains a recognised industry category in Japan. Given the general trend of decline in the industry, the 

anime music market, which is about 9% of the total Japanese music market, has been doing comparably 

well, maintaining roughly stable levels in overall sales. While the whole music market decreased by 9.3% in 

2009, anime music increased by 13.5%. In 2010, the anime music market marked a 3% decrease in sales 

compared to the previous year, but the reduction was still less than the 5.35% decrease across the whole 

of Japan’s music market (Figure 3.15). 

 The anime music market’s stability can be also confirmed by the number of new titles released per 

year. Although anime music titles occupy a very tiny portion of overall music genres (approximately 5%), 

this has not changed throughout the 2000s, while the number of total music titles has been rapidly 

decreasing after its peak in 2007 (Figure 3.16). One reason for this stability in new anime music releases is 

down to the existence of different CD versions of TV anime theme songs (e.g. there is often a promotional  

‘special first release’ on CD) to satisfy anime fans’ demand for collector’s items. The royalty revenues of 

anime theme songs (generated through licensing for pachinko, video games, karaoke bars etc.) are also 

maintaining steady profit levels. Not only for anime producers (such as Toei Animation, TMS Entertainment 

and Sunrise), but also for TV station-producers (such as TV Tokyo) that have music publishing companies 

as a subsidiaries to manage their anime music licensing business.  

Year 

Total music 
sales 

(Million Yen) Growth rate 

Anime 
music sales 
(Million Yen) Growth rate 

2008 387,030 
 

27,017 
 2009 351,036 -9.30005 30,665 13.50261 

2010 332,238 -5.35501 29,733 -3.0393 

Figure 3.15: The Japanese music market in sales (data from Anime Industry Report 2011: 43) 
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Figure 3.16: The number of music titles produced in a year (data source: Anime Industry Report 

2011) 

As the popularity of anime music grows, there appears to be more active interaction between the 

anime industry and the music industry. It is now common practice for famous J-Pop musicians to release 

music CDs as tie-ups with TV anime programmes. In reverse, anime voice actors (such as Mizuki Nana 

and Sakamoto Ma’aya) and virtual bands formed by anime characters (such as Hōkago no tītaimu [Teatime 

After School] featuring the protagonists from anime TV show K-On! [Kakifly, 2007-] and Girls Dead Monster 

from Angel Beats! [Maeda Jun, 2009-]) release music albums to capitalise on the synergy generated from 

music appearing in the story worlds of anime. Even indie musicians from the Shibuya scene make use of 

anime-related elements in their music, which is being interpreted as the ‘Akihabarisation of Shibuya’ 

reflecting the ‘cultural sway of the otaku’ (Martin, 2012). A band called the Aprils, for example, released an 

album in 2009 featuring the voice of Hatsune Miku, a popular singing character made by Vocaloid software, 

and in 2012, released another album about magical girl anime.   

Another area worth noting in relation to anime music is the concert business, which has recently been 

experiencing a surge in popularity. The graphs below show that the concert business has steadily grown 

throughout the past decade in terms of both the number of events and audience sizes (Figures 3.17, 3.18). 

This continuing popularity may imply a new profit avenue for the anime industry, where profits are sought 

from the box office revenues of concerts and other anime-related live events. As in the case of CD 

recordings, anime music concerts are held by either musicians or voice actors. The latter’s concerts still 

outnumber the former’s, although musicians’ concerts are more rapidly increasing. Voice actors have more 

opportunities to participate in anime music than musicians, because the former tend to sing ‘character 

songs’ or ‘inserted songs’ in addition to covering the theme songs to which the musicians’ contribution are 

usually confined. A third, new and related musical event category are concerts by singing characters, 

perhaps the most famous example being Hatsune Miku, around whose fictional presence live events have 

been held, not only in Japan, but also in Los Angeles as a part of Anime Expo 2011. Live music is thus 

becoming an important part of the anime industry, with technology-enhanced events allowing fictional 

characters more ‘real world’ presence. More importantly, the audiences for such events are growing apace: 

Anime Festival Asia, held annually in Singapore since 2008 (and expanded to Malaysia and Indonesia in 

2012), features a three day live anime music concert called ‘I Love Anisong’, which has drawn growing 

number of audiences from 25,000 in the first year to 71,000 in 2011, and is expected to become 85,000 in 

2012 (Figure 3.18). Through such events and extensions of character presences beyond the diegetic 

worlds of anime on TV, music is quickly becoming anime’s core business partner. 
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Figure 3.17: Number of music concerts  

 
Figure 3.18: Audience numbers at music concerts 

In order to capitalise on the popularity of anime music, more companies are investing in the industry 

and participating in production. Anime Festival Asia, mentioned above, is co-organised by Dentsu 

Singapore, a wholly owned subsidiary of Japanese advertising agency Dentsu, which is a common 

seisakuiinkai member for anime. Sotsu, another Japanese advertising agency and a major anime producer, 

whose credits include the well-known Gundam franchise, also recently acquired a music production and 

licensing company called Future Vision (a former subsidiary of anime production company Gonzo) in order 

to strengthen its anime music business. As greater numbers of companies expand the reach of anime 

music, its potential, both in terms of music sales and in live events likewise has the potential to continue 

growing. The danger is the saturation of an already-competitive market for anime music. This is made all-

the-more likely by the recent declines in certain areas of anime production. 

 

Main Findings: 

 Anime’s diversified production structures have deep historical roots that go back to the 

development of TV anime in the post-war period; 

 Anime companies tend to make more than just TV anime, creating things like 

animated advertisements and video game ‘cut-scenes’; 
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 Making TV anime is costly and the budgets are compounded by TV broadcasters 

asking for transmission fees; 

 Anime use the seisakuiinkai system to off-set high production costs; 

 A boom and saturation cycle of production is evident for TV anime, which tends to 

expand and then plateau before numbers rise again and the cycle repeats; 

 Expansion in the TV anime market in the 2000s was caused by the global success of 

a few shows like Pokémon and Neon Genesis Evangelion; 

 Shinyawaku (late night TV slots) for anime are changing the industry, allowing more 

adult and less strictly regulated content to be broadcast; 

 Teiban (classic) anime status is still being achieved by some family and child 

audience-oriented TV anime, but this is likely to decline due to the reduction in new 

family-friendly TV anime texts; 

 Studio Ghibli’s films continue to have an effect well in excess of any other type of film 

in the Japanese market; 

 The Original Video Animation (OVA) has returned to prominence with a revised 

production model involving short-run cinematic exhibition and DVD/Blu-ray releases; 

 Numerous directors are emerging as brands to drive the field of original video anime 

films; 

 Kyara merchandising, in the forms of licenses and tie-ups, are key ways that 

producers make popular TV anime pay for itself; 

 Reciprocal promotion relations between anime and music are now common and the 

anime industry is trying to capitalise on this profitable area by producing ‘musical’ 

anime TV shows; 

 Anime music genre sales are holding steady despite overall declines in the music 

market in Japan; 

 Anime concerts are proving profitable, and their market is expanding. 
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It is well known that Japan’s film industry is mature, thoroughly developed across a range of production 

modes (animation, live action, documentary and special effects among others) and is highly diversified in 

terms of its genres and audiences. However, what is less well known is that Japanese films have quietly 

retaken a dominant share of their home market since 2006 (Figure 4.1). This success is all the more 

impressive when the concurrent declines in the manga and anime industries are taken into account. 

Moreover, it is a success that has been achieved despite high levels of transnational film competition; 

Japanese films compete toe-to-toe with Hollywood’s biggest global blockbusters in their home market. This 

section examines the amounts and kinds of Japanese films being produced, demonstrates developments in 

popular and emerging film categories, and analyses some of the factors that are enabling Japanese film’s 

success. These elements are examined with a weather eye to the potential for boom and bust production 

trends seen in the other media examined so far. In this way, the following analysis attempts to chart the 

scale and impact of Japanese cinema’s success as well as its potential longevity. 

 
Figure 4.1: Rising Domestic Box-Office Takings in Japan (data source: Eiren) 

As the Figure above notes (Figure 4.1), a fairly even fight has been emerging between Japanese 

cinema and imported cinema since the turn of the Millennium. As suggested in relation to anime above, 

however, there are factors that may be distorting these figures. One is the massive popularity of individual 

filmmakers, none more so than Miyazaki Hayao’s, whose films routinely make more than the biggest 

Hollywood blockbusters. Other directors (perhaps especially Mitani Kōki and Miike Takashi) also occupy 

predictable places within a spectrum of success that runs from hits (hitto), big hits (dai-hitto) to what Variety 

has termed Japanese mega hit films (films that make over $50 million, Variety, 2013). Digging beneath 

these distortions, several new trends emerge as significant. Perhaps the most important being the 
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explosion in Japanese film production numbers. From the 1950s to the end of the 1990s, Japanese film 

production numbers steadily declined from around 500 films per year to only around 250. By contrast, a 

significant boom in production has taken place since 2000 (Figure 4.2).  In 2012, Japan produced 554 films, 

the first time it had broken the 500 film barrier since 1961. The rise in film numbers has happened 

extremely fast by comparison to the previous decline, suggesting a boom cycle of production that some 

commentators claim is reaching its limits (Kakeo, 2010).  

   
Figure 4.2: Japanese film productions 2000-2012 (data source: Eiren) 

Within the success of Japanese film production, there is little sense of their cost, particularly 

budgetary and promotional costs. For example, film budgets tend only to be mentioned when they exceed 

norms, as when the 20th Century Boys trilogy was announced to have a budget of over ¥6 billion.  Uda 

Mitsuru, in interview with Hiroko Furukawa, attests to more normal production costs of between ¥300 

million-¥2 billion (2011). His company, Asmik Ace, operates at what used to be the independent end of the 

market, but is a part of the Kadokawa group, which has significant film production holdings. At the lower 

end of the scale, budgets for first time directors and student directors can be virtually nothing, dependent 

on school budgets, competition entry requirements and their ability to raise funds independently. Director 

Tomita Katsuya (director of Saudade, 2011), for example, has stated that his student film, seen as a pre-

requisite for graduation, had production costs of ¥30 million (http://www.cinematoday.jp/page/N0042156). 

The disparities in the budgets for Japanese cinema, plus the huge amounts of capital resting behind 

Japan’s biggest hit films, suggests a highly competitive marketplace, but also one in which independent 

cinema is increasingly squeezed. 

This picture becomes even clearer when considering film distribution. In 2010, for example, a 

reported 93% of Japanese box office returns were shared between only 12 companies (Figure 4.3). While 

these companies were comprised, in part, by branches of Hollywood companies, such as Disney and 

Warner Bros., eight were Japanese. There is, therefore, a high degree of concentration within the 

Japanese film market, at least on the level of distribution. It is notable that several of these distributors, like 

Toho, Toho-Towa, Toei and Shochiku have been amongst Japan’s most powerful film studios since the 

emergence of Japan’s studio system in the 1920s and 1930s. Besides this, it is worth noting that these 

Japanese distributors circulate not just Japanese films, but also large swathes of imported (particularly US) 

cinema. Furthermore, all are part of larger conglomerate-style corporate structures. Even Gaga, which was 

more recently founded in 1986, and which proclaims itself to be an ‘independent distributor,’ has a spin-off 

music business and an American affiliate company. Moreover, their corporate structure is highly diversified 

between acquisitions, marketing, programming, administration, development and, as seen in other kinds of 
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Japanese media businesses, a ‘Visual Contents Division’ (Manga Movies Report 1). Film production, as 

shown in this example, can be a less central part of Japan’s major film companies than things like 

distribution and intellectual property management.  

Company Share of 
Box Office 
(%) 

Share of 
Releases 
(%) 

Box office/ 
Film 

Toho 32 5 ¥1871.24 million 

Sony Pictures 
Entertainment 

9 3 ¥931.15 million 

Toei 9 3 ¥817.28 million 

Shochiku 8 2 ¥827.97 million 

Toho-Towa 7 2 ¥993.61 million 

Gaga 3 2 ¥326.49 million 

Kadokawa Pictures 2 2 ¥288.80 million 

Asmik Ace 2 3 ¥165.18 million 

Figure 4.3: Japanese Distributor information (source: Kinema Junpo Film Institute, quoted in 

UniJapan, 2010: 29) 

Japan’s film producers are a diverse group of companies. In addition to truly independent 

productions, of which there are many, but which account for a very small portion of the total market, there 

are other kinds of companies currently moving into film production. Most crucially, television production 

companies. Fuji Television (part of the Fuji Sankei Group), Nippon Television Network (NTV Group) and 

Tokyo Broadcasting System Television Inc. (TBS Holdings) are now counted among Japan’s major film 

producers. Moreover, their ability to work across media platforms has helped to swell the market for hit 

films in recent years. Mark Schilling, a prominent journalist and critic, writes that these television producers 

are successful because ‘they blatantly flog their films on their own airwaves in ways that might raise 

eyebrows in the US---but that get the word out effectively to their enormous audiences.’ (2006: 8) In this 

way, television audiences are being brought to cinemas, while television programming can be expanded 

into cinema texts and spaces, in the form of TV dorama gekijōban (TV drama films). In this respect, the film 

industry benefits from a layered market: manga audiences are frequently borrowed by television 

productions, and film productions further adapt television to bring a palimpsest of audiences to cinemas in a 

continually expanding market. 

 However, the way television production companies view film is not straightforward. Nippon 

Television Network offers an interesting example of how television producers are moving into film 

production. As well as having over a dozen consolidated subsidiaries, NTV also has affiliate links to a wide 

range of businesses including Nikkatsu film studio, in addition to non-consolidated partnerships with 

important production companies like Madhouse (anime). As a result of these corporate ties, NTV now 

invests in around 12 films per year, and the majority of these have links to precursor sources, including 

NTV live action hit dorama (drama serials) and manga. However, NTV had an interesting response to 

hedging against the losses incurred by the Tohoku Disaster – they reduced their investments in film 

productions below the rates of previous years (NTV Group Annual Report, 2011: 20). TBS, likewise, has 

diverse holdings, partnerships and subsidiaries. However, despite a strong portfolio of film production that 

includes recent hits such as the live action version of Space Battleship Yamato (2010, dir. Yamazaki 

Takashi) and Boys Over Flowers Final (Hana Yori Dango Fainaru, 2008, dir. Ishii Yasuharu) TBS’s 

publications and website rarely mention films. Only K’ON! The Movie (Yamada Naoko, 2011), based on a 

hit anime television show, is specifically mentioned in the information they supplied to shareholders in 2012 

(under the heading of ‘Multi Visual Ventures and Cultural Events Business’, TBS Holdings, 2012: 8). The 

relationship between film production and these TV networks can thus be hidden within the corporate 

discourse they generate, despite the profits films bring and the markets films help TV networks extend into.  

The single biggest network investment and success in films has been undertaken by Fuji Television. 

Fuji Television, according to Kakeo Yoshio (UniJapan, 2010) led the way for networks entering the film 
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business, with their 1998 hit Bayside Shakedown (Odoru Daisōsasen, dir. Motohiro Katsuyuki). Schilling 

argues that Fuji TV has been successful in creating a film production model that is audience-led, rather 

than director-oriented, and which follows a stable production model with casts and crews moving between 

television drama and film versions of intellectual properties (2006). However, Fuji TV’s success in creating 

a transmedia business goes well beyond film, as it is part of a much larger conglomerate organisation 

comprised of well over 90 companies (http://www.fujisankei-g.co.jp/pdf/fcglist.pdf). Simply within the Fuji 

Media Holdings, there are 23 listed companies that range from television broadcasters through to music 

producers, direct marketing and publishing companies. This allows the group to create and disseminate a 

range of products across a variety of media platforms from television to film to live events (Figure 4.4). For 

filmmaking, Fuji TV proclaims itself as the genesis point for this kind of cross-platform media business, and 

says that as a result, they have become the biggest film producer in Japan (with around 150 films made 

since the late 1950s), and with seven out of the top ten live action films (Annual Report 2007: 12). More 

recent data suggests that this decade has seen fluctuations in the profitability of their film branch, rising 

from ¥8.6 billion in 2011 to over ¥13 billion in 2012 (Fuji TV Group, FY12 Results Materials: 15). 

Regardless of the hyperbole in Fuji TV’s claims, their films do account for many of the most profitable live 

action films of the previous decade, demonstrating the value in their cross-platform (or transmedia) 

franchise thinking.

 

 Figure 4.4: Fuji Media Holdings, Corporate Group Structures (data source: Fuji Media Holdings 

Website) 

 

Part of the reason why it is so difficult to assert the ownership of Japanese films is that Japanese 

filmmaking is largely undertaken as a co-operative practice, under the rubric of the seisakuiinkai 

(production committee) system (for more detail on this system, see: Manga Movies Project Report 1). In 

this system, groups of cooperating partners cover the finance, production, promotion and dissemination of 

films from their inception to their long tails on regional television and DVD. Following the lead of one 

company (most often the central creative partner in a production, for example, a TV network or the film arm 

of a major publishing conglomerate like Kadowkawa), each company involved works to exploit the central 

intellectual property/film product at the relevant stage of its production, promotion or distribution. This 

allows the production committee to spread the risks and costs associated with expensive filmmaking 

endeavours, at least to extent. However, this does create challenges, especially for those outside Japan 

attempting to purchase subsequent distribution rights. Not only do all of the seisakuiinkai members of a 

project have to be involved in decisions, but the partner companies quickly move on from one project to the 

next. This can make it difficult to bring previous partners back together for subsequent negotiations, 

particularly when a committee lacks strong leadership. Kanazawa Makoto details some of the higher profile 

failures of recent years – including Rough (2006, dir. Otani Kentaro) and Yo-yo Girl Cop (Sukeban deka 

kōdonēmu Asamiya Saki, 2006, dir. Fukasaku Kenta) – noting that, ‘audiences do not come if we simply 

join star films and film adaptations of manga.’ (2006: 35) In questioning the this model of film production – 

one often driven by stars and manga source materials -  Otani opens up space to rethink what seisakuiinkai 

do and how they do it. This is why our first Report details the corporate relationships created by 

seisakuiinkai arrangements. 
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3.1 New Cinemas, Reinvigorated markets 

Changes in film production are not the only or even the most obvious reason for film’s post-

millennial success story in Japan. Instead, exhibition offers a tempting narrative. Japan joined the global 

multiplexing boom quite late, but since the late 1990s Japan’s numbers and types of screens have been 

changing dramatically. From a largely segregated cinema system in the 1990s, where cinemas were fairly 

evenly divided between local, imported and mixed exhibition of films, the situation has now drastically 

swung in favour of combined exhibition of domestic Japanese films alongside foreign imports. In 1990 there 

were 600 screens devoted to Japanese cinema, 735 devoted to overseas cinema and 501 to mixed 

exhibition, whereas in 2012 there were only 91 screens solely devoted to Japanese cinema, and only 80 

screens solely focused on overseas imports. The shift has been caused thanks to the creation of 

‘complexes,’ or multiplexes, which have led the way in increasing Japanese screen numbers from 1734 in 

1990 to 3229 as of 2012 (Figure 4.5), with the biggest recent increases around digital screens (2897) and 

3D screens (1042) (Eiren, 2012). However, the numbers of screens has reached a plateau, staying 

relatively flat since around 2008 (Figure 4.6).  Screen numbers were also seriously affected in 2011 when 

around 100 screens in North Eastern Honshu were destroyed, and many others lacked power and other 

necessities that would enable regular screening schedules. By the end of that year, UniJapan reported that 

there were still 30 theatres in the affected areas that had been unable to restart business (Katsuta in 

UniJapan 2012: 168) 

 
Figure 4.5: Rising numbers of multiplexes in contemporary Japan (data source: UniJapan, 

2009:16) 
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Figure 4.6: Rising numbers of screens in Japan (data source: Eiren) 

The expansion in screen numbers has created greater space for Japanese cinema within its own 

market. Multiplexes have created a market space where all kinds of Japanese cinema are being released 

side-by-side with their American and other overseas counterparts. This recalibration of cinema 

representation for Japanese films has had a significant impact on the way those films are promoted and 

released. Therefore, the coincidence between television producers moving into filmmaking at the same 

time as the multiplexing boom was at its height is meaningful for the way it allowed TV-film producers to 

bring certain audience groups back to cinemas. In particular, TV producers have brought Japanese women 

and couples back to cinemas. This has created a shift in audiences and production strategies resulting in 

Japanese film producers increasing the numbers of films aimed at women in the 20s and 30s (Uda in 

Furukawa, 2011). Additionally, news reports suggest that the aging population in Japan is becoming an 

expanding target for media production across a range of media types, including film (Mainichi Shimbun, 

2009).  

Commentators provide a range of disparate reasons for Japanese film’s success under these new 

market conditions. For example, NTV producer Mase Yasuhiro has argued that providing audiences with 

Japanese language alternatives to Hollywood cinema has been important. Otaka Hiroo, by contrast, says 

that the success has come from Japanese producers paying attention to local tastes: 

Hollywood makes the same kinds of CG-driven films again and again, and audiences are getting 

tired of them. What they want are dramas and love stories with a big emotional impact, but 

Hollywood doesn’t make them anymore. The Japanese film industry does. (Quoted in Schilling, 

2006) 

Ogawa Shinji of Asmik Ace also contends that these new multiplexes have expanded the market for 

independent films: 

Before Ping Pong, independent films were screened in mini-theatres like Cinema Rise [Shibuya, 

Tokyo], and made a maximum of around ¥70million apart from a few exceptions. But thanks to 

cinema complexes around the country, the box-office profits became more than ¥1billion. (Eiga 

Business Data Book [Film Business Data Book], 2008: 59-60)  

Multiplexes, and the rising numbers of Japanese cinema screens, are therefore key to understanding the 

recent success of Japanese film within its home market. The fact that Japanese films are continuing to 
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succeed in that market despite the recent stagnation in screen numbers also suggests the current strength 

of Japanese film production and releasing strategies.  

However, the speed of these changes (in screen numbers, numbers of films and types of production) 

may indicate a film ‘bubble’ (Kakeo,  2010), which is in danger of bursting as the numbers of new screens 

stops rising. Ichikawa Minami, the director of Toho’s film co-ordination section, has argued that, 

‘Considering the current market, the number of annual productions at 400 is too many. I think 100 is a 

surplus.’ (Eiga Business Data Book [Film Business Data Book], 2008: 63) It appears as though the bubble 

will remain in place as long as new franchises can continue to draw from manga and other popular media 

sources, heavily promote their film adaptations through seisakuiinkai members, create wide cross- or 

transmedia connections and get these films into the big cinema chains (which are now largely owned by 

domestic companies). However, the sheer numbers of variables involved, and the emergence of some high 

profile failures, appears to be creating an increasingly bleak industry discourse that may result in a self-

fulfilling prophecy of decline, as major Japanese film franchising endeavours start to fail at cinemas. The 

good news is that this shows no signs of happening as yet. 

 

3.2  Japanese Films Now: Sequels, Series and Franchises 

Media franchising in Japan is now producing serialised film chains that become more and more 

profitable over time. This is unusual, with the normal pattern in sequels in Hollywood showing declining 

returns on additional sequels (MacDonald and Wasko, 2008). By contrast, popular franchises like Umizaru 

(lit. Sea Monkies, dir. Hasumi Eiichiro 2004-) and Bayside Shakedown have been recording increasing, not 

decreasing, profits over the course of their decade (and more) at Japanese cinemas (Eiren). What these 

success stories reveal is the potential for serial film production in combination with transmedia franchising 

in Japan. Serial production is a longstanding tradition (see Manga Movies Project Report 1), but the term 

‘serial’ can obfuscate the diversity of practices at work within film franchise productions in Japan.  For 

example, there are now several different kinds of franchise film, all of which act as ‘serial’ elements in a 

broader transmedia franchises, including: the gekijōban (theatrical version), the fainaru (feature length 

‘episodes’ that cap off TV show productions), the straightforward zokuhen (sequel) and the fully serial 

franchise.  

Within the straightforward sequel category, unexpected hits based on pre-existing franchises result 

in the extension of seisakuiinkai arrangements in order to capitalise on the profits made from the first film in 

a series. A good example can be seen in the recent announcement of a sequel to the popular Termae 

Romae live action film, which made ¥5.98 billion in 2012. Its female star Ueto Aya has been quoted as 

saying, ‘I didn’t think I would get to appear in a sequel, but I would like to play the role of Mami, the archetype of the 

flat-faced people [the franchise’s name for the Japanese], to the fullest extent. I look forward to working again with the 

people with chiselled features from the previous film such as Abe [Hiroshi]. I hope that people all over Japan will be 

able to relax watching our film just as they do when enjoying hot springs.’   

(http://www.oricon.co.jp/news/movie/2021155/full/) The star’s evident surprise at the success of this 

transnational film, which is set partly in ‘ancient Rome’, speaks to the adaptability of seisakuiinkai and the 

willingness of partners to extend their relationships under the right circumstances. What is more, it tends to 

be either slow-burn franchise film successes, like the increasingly popular Umizaru series, or unexpected 

mega hit films, like Termae romae, that usually lead to longer serialised film franchises. 

Another perspective on long-term film franchising approaches is offered by anime and live action 

gekijōban films (Figure 4.7). As Figure 4.7 demonstrates, the numbers of gekijōban have been rising in 

recent years, and particularly so in relation to live action filmmaking. Across the period examined, anime 

gekijōban levels have remained relatively stable, offering serialised releases from franchises like Doraemon, 

Metantei Konan (Case Closed) and Pokémon. The sheer numbers of these films is impressive, with the 

Doraemon series standing at 33 films, while the other most consistent franchises (like Meitantei Konan and 

One Piece) are currently hovering around 15 films each. The consistent success of such releases has 

http://www.oricon.co.jp/news/movie/2021155/full/
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paved the way for a new expansion in live action gekijōban, which has followed as a consequence of 

television producers entering the film arena. These films often provide feature-length dorama series 

extenders for popular shows. They can be found throughout the 1990s and 2000s, and while some borrow 

from manga or anime roots, other examples are based more simply on original dorama ideas. Among these 

are relatively high profile films like the 1999 film version of the popular manga and TV dorama Great 

Teacher Onizuka (GTO), which made just over ¥1 billion yen; and the gekijōban versions of Trick (2002, 

2006 and 2010), made in between seasons and at the end of the popular TV series (of three seasons) 

directed by 20th Century Boys director, Tsutsumi Yukihiko. The most recent Trick film, which stars Abe 

Hiroshi and Nakama Yukie, made ¥1.86 billion. These hits, though not in the range of megahits like the 

Umizaru and Termae Romae films, are successful enough to warrant long-term, periodic releases and to 

help their television production companies by supplying useful long-term programming content. 

 
Figure 4.7: Gekijōban appearing in top 25 box office listings  

The status of gekijōban films is questionable, and the term is sometimes even omitted from 

promotional discourses for franchise films. This is practice is most evident with high budget, one-off fainaru-

type adaptations. For example, Hero (2007, dir. Suzuki Masayuki), which stars Japan’s biggest multi-media 

star of the past two decades, Kimura Takuya, was based on a ‘big hit dorama’ but was not called a 

‘gekijōban’ or ‘fainaru’ in its official release brochure (high quality cinema brochures are a common feature 

of cinema exhibition in Japan, and usually contain a précis of a film’s promotional campaign). Instead it is 

referred to as a ‘film-ising’ or adaptation (eigaka in Japanese). This tactic seems to be a common way to 

signal ‘sukēru appu’ (lit. scale up), the aggrandising of budgets, location shooting and narrative scale 

undertaken in transforming television products into pre-planned hit films in Japan. In an interesting example 

of this practice, the cinema brochure for Liar Game: The Final Stage (2010, dir. Matsuyama Hiroaki) uses 

its introductory statement to posit the hit status of each stage of the franchise’s previous incarnations – the 

40 million copies of the manga sold, its 2 seasons as a live action dorama with an early hit status marked 

by 11.4% viewer ratings, despite its shinya (‘late night’) slot, and its subsequent move from shinya to the 

‘golden time’ (prime-time) (2010: 1). Drenched in preceding franchise success, the film is set up to expand 

and extend the television dorama’s narrative world, and therefore a lot of space is given over to 

descriptions of the new story, the ‘game design’ at its heart, its high quality production design elements and 

the film’s large-scale cast of ‘players.’ These statements work to make the shift between media clear; to 

show the process of adaptation as a form of ‘scaling up.’ In focusing on scale and by using eigaka 

language to avoid the derivative connotations of gekijōban productions, Hero and Liar Game both work to 

celebrate the status of their origins while demonstrating the benefits of ‘adaptation’ to the franchise. 
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Like Liar Game, many such live action franchise film hits are based on manga sources. As Report 1 

demonstrated, manga has emerged across the past decade as the single-most significant content provider 

for films. As Figure 4.8 below demonstrates, manga is also more often the source of serial film productions 

than it is a source for direct, one-off adaptations. This suggests that manga ‘jissha eiga’ (live action manga 

films) – are emerging as a dominant new meta-genre within Japanese film production. These live action 

adaptations do not follow the logic of a single manga genre, nor do they adhere to film genres per se; 

instead, they work across a plethora of popular genres that span across contemporary Japanese culture. 

These include genres that are less common in Hollywood cinema, such as ‘gourmet’ manga adaptations, 

which focus on aspects of global culinary culture, or film adaptations from the salary man genre. In this 

regard, the use of manga as content for film adaptations has been reshaping the generic content of 

Japanese cinema. This means that everything from art cinema to the most populist of Japanese films can 

be made from manga sources, and it also means that film genres are changing, becoming more closely 

aligned to genres popularised elsewhere in Japanese culture. 

 

Figure 4.8: Numbers of manga adaptations appearing in top 25 

 

3.3 The Home Entertainment Markets for Japanese Films 

As outlined in Report 1, and above in the section on secondary uses of anime, Japan’s home 

entertainment markets are well-developed and locally orientated. This local orientation is most obvious in 

the high prices per unit for DVDs and Blu-ray in Japan (usually around two or three times the cost of a 

standard edition DVD in either  the US or the UK), and also in the lack of subtitles as a standard part of disc 

production. Futhermore, Japan has a whole system of ancillary production and consumption organised 

around the videoguramu (videogram or video package), not least of which have been lively straight-to-video 

markets for everything from genre films to pornography to anime of both descriptions. Some of Japan’s 

most successful filmmakers have emerged out of this system, most famously Miike Takashi and Kurosawa 

Kiyoshi. According to Mark Schilling, this system can be traced back to Toei’s subsidiary Toei Video and its 

emphasis on ‘V Cinema’ (straight-to-VHS films) in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Like their OVA brethren, 

V Cinema frequently got short runs at cinemas to promote their sell-through releases (1999: 29). Since the 

1990s, this system of releasing has developed to incorporate more technologies, including DVD and Blu-

ray. V Cinema, of serial genre film productions, helped to create a basis and market for the current rise of 

big budget live action film franchising, and for how that franchising would be understood in the home 

entertainment markets. 
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There has been much discussion of late about the collapse in the Japanese home entertainment 

market – or more accurately, about the boom and bust of the DVD market. In 2007 the DVD market in 

Japan (including pop music DVDs, television and film etc) was measured at ¥208.9 billion, and this dropped 

to only ¥156.8 billion by 2009. This decline has not been fully off-set by the rising Blu-ray market (which 

was placed at ¥22.7 billion in 2009) (Kakeo, 2010: 63). However, with Video-on-Demand services further 

diluting the home entertainment pool, it may be that the market overall has not shrunk, so much as it has 

been re-organised around a wider range of media formats. The Japan Video Software Association is the 

main institution that collates data on the size of the Japanese home entertainment market including rentals 

and retail, and the overall market status. From the available data between 2009 and 2012, it would appear 

that the home entertainment market has been declining at a rate of around 2.5% per year. As elsewhere in 

the world, rentals have also been declining most rapidly, with the healthiest profits in retail. Additionally, the 

total number of units sold by DVD retailers in 2012 was around 35.5 million units, compared to 50.4 million 

units in 2009. Despite these declines, DVD remains dominant as the most popular sell-through technology, 

by a considerable margin, while VHS and Blu-ray make up comparatively small niche markets.  

However, more qualitative data analysis reveals further complexity to this picture. The DVD market 

itself is highly differentiated between successes and failures. The most successful DVD releases tend to be 

for higher budget films with multiple simultaneous DVD releases. Different edition types, from standard 

editions to progressively more lavish editions, most commonly the seitakuban (deluxe edition), allow certain 

titles to dominate the home entertainment market. As the table below shows, when Nodame Cantabile: The 

Final Score: Part 1 (Nodame Kantabire saishuu gakushou – Zenpen, 2009, dir. Takeuchi Hideki) was 

released on DVD in 2010, it was released in three versions, which all ranked highly in their first month in 

the market (Figure 4.9). As the number one ranked edition indicates, it is not uncommon for popular 

Japanese films to sell in excess of 50,000 copies in their first month. Moreover, if total sales across all 

editions are accounted for, a single film title can often exceed 75,000 copies.  Thereafter, the sales figures 

tend to quickly fall off. For Nodame Cantabile: Part 1, the numbers sold drastically reduced by the following 

month, with the Special Edition selling 7,763, the Standard Edition selling a further 4,705 and the Complete 

Edition failing to rank. The market for home entertainment therefore appears to be as ‘event’-led as other 

aspects of the Japanese media markets examined herein. In this case, big releases generate high initial 

sales, but these tend to relate to the hype around a release date. 

Rank DVD Title No. Sold 

1 Nodame Cantabile: Part 1 (Special Edition) 52,236 

4 Kamen Rider x Kamen Rider… (2010 Collectors 
Pack) 

19,728 

6 Kamen Rider x Kamen Rider… (Standard 
Edition) 

17,768 

11 Nodame Cantabile: Part 1 (Standard Edition) 12,917 

13 Nodame Cantabile: Part 1 (Complete Edition) 11,506 

14 The Sun that Doesn’t Set (Standard Edition) 10,670 

16 Goemon 8,902 

17 Nakumonka (lit. Superfluous) 8,838 

Figure 4.9: Top Ranking Japanese DVD releases for May-June 2010 

Overall, the DVD sell-through market for Japanese films seems to fluctuate radically depending 

upon which hit films are coming up for release. As Figure 4.10 (below) shows, it is normal for less than half 

of the titles ranking in the Top Twenty sales figures to be Japanese in any given month. In this instance, the 

best month was February, which coincided with the release of the final part of the 20th Century Boys trilogy, 

which was packaged into three different editions allowing it to dominate the ranking list. Thus, the hype and 

success generated around Japan’s biggest film releases, especially franchise ones, appears to be 

replicated at the level of the DVD market. Indeed, it is worth noting that the most successful titles vastly 

outsell their less successful competitors. For example, Nodame Cantabile: The Final Score: Part 2 outsold 

its nearest Japanese rival, Liar Game: The Final Stage by more than double the latter’s figure of 16,517 
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units. These disparities within the market make achieving ‘mega hit’ status even more crucial for long term 

success. 

 
Figure 4.10: Sales of Japanese Film DVDs reaching a top-20 ranking position in 2011(data source: 

Bunka tsūshin jānaru [Cultural Communications Journal], 2010) 

The home entertainment market for films extends beyond the sell-through markets and into 

terrestrial and satellite channels (often referred to as BS for Broadcast Satellite in Japanese). A study of the 

2010 market for broadcasting films on TV shows how great the fluctuations in this market are too (Figure 

4.11). As with DVD, it is particularly remarkable that the biggest Japanese ‘megahits’ are also responsible 

for the highest spikes in viewing figures: namely, Studio Ghibli’s films tend to outpace all of their rivals. For 

example, when Mononokehime (Princess Mononoke, Miyazai Hayao, 1997) was broadcast in January, it 

received an 18.4% viewer rating, outpacing its nearest American competitor, Mr and Mrs Smith (2005, dir. 

Doug Liman), by over 3%. Overall, it appears that Japanese films are weaker on domestic television than 

American cinema, but this comes with the proviso that there is a longer history of US-blockbusters upon 

which Japanese broadcasters can draw. 

 
Figure 4.11: TV Broadcasts of films achieving over 10 percentage points in viewer ratings (data 

source: Bunka tsūshin jānaru [Cultural Communications Journal], 2010) 

 Lurking beneath these figures, as with DVD, is evidence of the impact of the recent rise of Japanese 

popular domestic cinema. Among non-Studio Ghibli films receiving a 10% or higher rating, we can see 
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repetitions of the kinds of franchise film impact seen elsewhere. In August of 2010, for example, there were 

TV screenings for all three 20th Century Boys films, with rising viewing figures across the films, culminating 

in a 15.2% share for Chapter 3. Similarly, Umizaru and Umizaru 2: Limit of Love (2006, dir. Hasumi Eiichiro) 

were both shown in September, and showed a slight rise from 14% for the first film to 14.4% for the second. 

Additionally, there is a regular overall patterning in the most successful film broadcasts, which tend to take 

place around 9pm on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights. However, it is not just brand new Japanese films 

that do well in these slots. Older films can also do extremely well, such as when Bayside Shakedown and 

Hero both pulled in huge audiences (19.0% and 17.7% respectively). Television schedules, therefore, 

appear to benefit most from the presence of films when a series can be shown in its entirety across 

subsequent days or weeks. Moreover, films from big franchises that feature well-known stars seem to 

benefit stations most.  

While it is difficult to draw hard conclusions without knowing what levels of advertising supported 

these screenings and DVD releases (though it is safe to assume heavy promotion in both cases), it would 

seem that franchise and serial films play significant roles in the secondary markets for television and 

‘videogram.’ In this way, films’ success at the domestic box office is important because of the follow-on 

audiences that cinema exhibition helps to generate and/or maintain through transmedia franchising. While 

films seem to mark an end point in cycles of production, with films following films until a franchise ends, this 

does not mean that a franchise ends with either cinematic exhibition or even after DVD releases. As this 

last section has shown, the recycling of films onto television provides broadcasters, who are often lead 

producers in the first place, to create, maintain and capitalise on transmedia audiences. Television is, 

therefore, now unarguably the engine driving the Japanese film industry.  

Main Findings: 

  Japanese cinema has retaken a majority share of its domestic market consistently 

since 2006; 

 The ‘hit’ film culture in Japan has expanded over the past two decades and now 

contains a range of hit ‘levels’ starting with box office of ¥1 billion and moving upwards 

of ¥5 billion; 

 This is causing a serious squeeze on independent film productions; 

  Budgets have also been increasing across the past decade or so, ranging from 

around ¥30 million to ¥2 billion per film, meaning that profits may not be as high as 

they initially appear; 

 Eight Japanese companies (out of a total of 12 companies) now dominate the 

distribution, accounting for the vast majority of the film exhibition market; 

 TV producers are now among Japan’s most prominent hit film producers; 

 Seisakuiinkai are increasingly used to make films, with partners normally following the 

lead of a dominant partner (usually a film producing company); 

 The success of films over the last decade is strongly linked to the expansion of screen 

numbers and new multiplex cinema construction, which has created new filmgoing 

cultures in Japan; 

 Popular franchise films in Japan tend to grow in strength when a full series is 

established; 

 The status of one-off adaptations and sequels is less clear, and they tend to be less 

reliably profitable; 

 Film success in exhibition tends to directly correlate to success in the home 

entertainment markets (but is also marked by high levels of promotion at each stage); 

 Big budget films tend to receive multiple simultaneous DVD releases, usually with two 

or three versions of a texts released at the same time to maximise impact and sales; 
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 Sales on DVD tend to be strong in the first month, but drop of precipitously thereafter; 

 Films are most beneficial to TV broadcasters when they are either parts of long chains 

that can be shown in seasons; or, when they have easily saleable elements like a big 

name star or director.  
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The whole situation of Japanese media changes as soon as Japanese texts travel abroad. For 

example, a recent JETRO report has highlighted the dominance of anime in Japan’s overseas DVD 

markets worldwide, stating that anime accounts for a staggering 92% of Japanese media sales on DVD 

outside Japan (2011: 12).  The success of live action filmmaking in the domestic market, therefore, is still 

not translating into the same kinds of popular global success that were generated for manga and anime. In 

fact, when the global picture for Japanese live action cinema is examined, it is clear that older films still 

drive the market – particularly those from directors like Kurosawa Akira and Ozu Yasujiro. J-horror, too, 

continues to play a significant role. However, even these contributions to live action Japanese cinema’s 

spread are dwarfed by Godzilla’s (Gojira), which franchise accounts for four of the top ten overseas best 

selling live action titles of all time. In these figures, the extremely limited markets for Japanese media 

abroad are writ large.  

Unlike manga, and anime, which can be translated or over-dubbed without obvious dissonance 

between the visuals of the texts and the sounds heard, Japanese cinema is more resistant to change. 

Godzilla’s global success is all the more significant in this light, given that the original 1954 film (dir. Honda 

Ishiro) was one of the first Japanese live action films to be re-cut and dubbed for the overseas market, 

leading the way for a plethora of changes to Japanese films (especially tokusatsu, or sfx genre films) and 

television (particularly in the case of early anime exchanges with Europe and America). If language remains 

a major geo-linguistic boundary for Japanese media, then it is likely that Japan’s media markets will remain 

limited. However, Japan’s recent high levels of investment in CG animation and filmmaking demonstrate 

the divergent routes being taken to create greater transferability, and successes are being seen, as in the 

new series of Evangelion CG-anime films.  

While Japan’s global media markets are being re-articulated around emerging digital technology 

landscapes, and around booms, busts and bubbles that have now spread well beyond its domestic media 

markets, there remains a strong sense that Japanese media producers are themselves becoming more 

ready for the global media landscape. As the Useful Resources section below is intended to demonstrate, 

Japanese companies are becoming much more open to the online, global world around them. Increasing 

numbers of companies are shifting to dual Japanese and English language (and sometimes Chinese) 

versions of their websites. This has the benefit of making these industries more open to international 

exchanges and trade, and also making them more open to new variants on Japanese media studies. Our 

reports have tried to provide a sense of the overall industrial landscape operating around Japan’s central 

global media of manga, anime and film, without losing a sense of the deeper discursive surrounds that are 

generated by companies as they attempt to enter the world as transnational industrial players. In doing so, 

we hope to have shown how important recent shifts have been, and the possibilities and pitfalls they reveal 

for the future of Japanese media. 
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